How can you create opportunities for students to revise their work?
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What are the benefits of providing opportunities for revision?
1) Prioritizes process over product
2) More opportunities to think and interact with peers and instructor
3) With teamwork, ensures consensus is reached at appropriate stages

A. Multiple drafts of written assignments
   (e.g. CCOM 314 Communication Science, CCOM 206 Communication in Engineering)

   Draft 0 for peers → Draft 1 for instructor → Revised Draft 2 for instructor → Online draft for peers

B. Identify common challenges and insert additional learning tools
   (e.g. CCOM 314 Communication Science, CCOM 206 Communication in Engineering)

   Profile Assignment Outline → Op-Ed Assignment Blueprint → Research Paper Outline → Worksheet to support collection of research

C. Managing teamwork
   (e.g. CCOM 315 Writing the Internet, CCOM 206 Communication in Engineering)

   Wikipedia article

   Selection of Topic → Analysis of similar articles → Draft 0 → Peer feedback of Draft 0 → Draft 1

   Business proposal

   Request for Proposal → Team meeting minutes → Outline of presentation → Final presentation and proposal
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